Victory100

Custom Built to Meet Your Needs

Fits like a glove... well actually better than a glove! The Victory100 Shrink Sleeve Applicator is unrelenting in accuracy and speed, labeling up to 100 containers per minute. This flexible, convenient, and compact machine works with cans or bottles made of aluminum, glass, or plastic. Paired with an electric or steam heat tunnel, this machine will have the outside of your container looking as good as the product inside.

The Victory100 shrink sleeve system can be used in a variety of industries including bottled water, craft beer, ready-to-drink beverages, cosmetics, home cleaning products, personal care products, CBD and other pharmaceutical products.

Your Complete Package

The Victory100 automates your packaging day as a highly demanded addition to Norland’s complete packaging portfolio. Ask your representative for solutions for container feeding, filling, date coding, and more.